Objective: To investigate interhemispheric and intrahemispheric reorganization in patients with localization-related epilepsy.
The ability to process language typically resides in the left hemisphere. 1, 2 Atypical language dominance occurs in 4%-6% of the normal right-handed population and 22%-24% of normal left-handed individuals. 3, 4 MRI is effective in determining language lateralization as well as identifying the location of language processing areas. 5, 6 Functional MRI (fMRI) may also be used to describe the effects of epilepsy on language networks as well as assisting in presurgical planning. [7] [8] [9] Patients with epilepsy, regardless of handedness, have a high likelihood of atypical language. 3, 10, 11 Early cortical injury or epileptic activity may ultimately lead to language reorganization. 11, 12 The younger the brain insult, if focal, the more likely the reorganization of language functions occurs with preservation of function. 2, 13 Patients with a seizure focus in the left temporal lobe are more likely to have language activation in the right hemisphere. 3, [14] [15] [16] Right hemisphere compensation has been attributed to homologous receptive and expressive regions. 9, [17] [18] [19] [20] Some studies suggest a higher likelihood of interhemispheric reorganization with earlier onset and certain pathologic substrates. Nevertheless, the degree and location of activation in the right hemisphere is not well documented. Intrahemispheric reorganization of language has been described using electrocortical stimulation (ECS), but mainly in patients with relatively late onset epilepsy, and no normative ECS data exist for comparison. 21, 22 We hypothesized that a dominant hemisphere epileptic disturbance would cause an interhemispheric shift in language organization restricted to right homologues and that we would identify intrahemispheric reorganization within the dominant hemispheric in patients with a left hemisphere focus who remained left language dominant.
METHODS Participants. We studied 20 right-handed native English-speaking normal volunteers (mean age 27.4 years [range 21-56]; 12 men, 8 women) and 50 patients undergoing presurgical evaluation, all of whom had a left hemisphere seizure focus determined through clinical assessment, ictal video-EEG monitoring, and MRI. The patients were divided into two groups based on language representation (see below). In the typical left language group (LL), 17 were male and 16 were female; the mean age at study was 22.6 (range 8.5-35), and mean age at seizure onset was 13.0 years (range 1-29.5). In the group with atypical language (AL), 9 were male and 8 were female; the mean age at study was 21.7 years (range 8.5-45), and mean age at seizure onset was 9.4 years (range 0.9 -38). Additional patient details are available in the e-Methods on the Neurology ® Web site at www.neurology.org.
Language dominance was established by analyzing individual maps at p Ͻ 0.001 using regions of interest 23 based on the Wake Forrest PICK Atlas and employing the AI toolbox adapted for SPM 2 24 ). An asymmetry index (AI) was calculated for each region where AI ϭ (L Ϫ R)/(L ϩ R). LL dominance for each region was defined as AI Ն0.20; AL was defined as regional AI Ͻ0.20. Patients were classified as having atypical language when one or more regions was right dominant (AI ϽϪ0.20), or both regions were bilateral (AI Ͻ͉0.20͉). 24 Images were also reviewed visually to assure no right activation in participants rated as left dominant for language that would indicate atypical dominance. Regional rather than hemispheric voxel counts are thought to be a more specific means for determining language dominance by excluding activation not critical to language processing. 26 As not all individuals had activation in a given region, 16 normal controls, 28 LL patients, and 11 AL patients were used in the MTG analysis. Fifteen normal controls, 26 LL patients, and 16 AL patients were used in the IFG analysis (for details, see e-Methods).
All patients were native English speakers except for one, who was fluent in English. The protocol for this study was in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke of the National Institutes of Health. All participants provided informed consent, and, where appropriate, informed assent.
Functional MRI acquisition. Data were acquired at 3.0 T using echoplanar imaging blood oxygen level dependent techniques. Acquisition methods have been described previously (e-Methods). 24 We used an Auditory Description Decision Task analyzed using SPM 2 normalized on the MNI atlas image. Group data were displayed at FDR Ͻ0.05 corrected and individual data sets at p Ͻ 0.001 uncorrected. The task required a semantic decision (true/false) to an aurally presented word definition, e.g., "a large gray animal is an elephant"; the control condition consisted of reverse speech with a tone identification. Images were acquired for five cycles (30 seconds per hemicycle).
Euclidean measurements. The group map of the normal participants provided the expected activation map for the task ( figure 1 ). We identified the point maxima for two areas implicated in language processing for this task: the MTG (BA 21;
Ϫ52, Ϫ30, Ϫ8) and the left IFG (BA 44/45; Ϫ44, 30, 18). Homologous voxels were defined on the right side of the brain by reversing the sign of the x coordinate ([52, Ϫ30, Ϫ8] and [44, 30, 18] for the two regions). Each participant's activated voxel with the closest individual distance to the group map voxel for each area was identified and mean distances were calculated. An adaptation of the Cartesian coordinate distance formula was used. 27 Voxel coordinates were confined to STG/MTG and IFG.
This method of finding the Euclidean distances was applied to the LL and AL populations. Maxima beyond the gyrus adjacent to these regions were not included and were within the territory identified by ECS studies for within-hemisphere reorganization. 21 Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS Windows software to determine any differences among control and patient groups (LL and AL) in average distance from the point maxima for each region of interest. Group comparisons were made using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with group as a between-subjects variable. Post hoc analyses for planned comparisons were conducted using t tests. Separate MANOVAs were conducted for activation in dominant and nondominant IFG and MTG. Multiple regression was used to determine whether group variance within the patient population was attributable to clinical factors age, age at seizure onset, age at onset of pathology, and pathology (dummy coded). Developmental tumors and dysplasia were considered present at birth; mesial temporal sclerosis onset was recorded as time of febrile seizure or CNS infection. A 2 (language dominance) x 4 (pathology) analysis of variance was planned to determine if differences in distances between the LL and AL groups were dependent on pathology; however, insufficient sample sizes per cell precluded this analysis. The left hemisphere for the normal controls and LL patients and the right hemisphere for atypical patients were defined as the dominant hemisphere for language for their respective groups. As several patients had substantial brain abnormalities (e.g., stroke), the point maxima were derived from native rather than normalized space (examples of individual patients with typical and atypical language patterns are shown in figure 2).
RESULTS
A subset of 10 normal volunteers was analyzed in both normalized and native space to determine if point maxima would be altered by normalization procedures; no differences were found. Subsequently, all normal volunteers were normalized into standard space, a step needed to generate a group map, and all patients were coregistered to native space.
Midtemporal gyrus. Pairwise comparisons for the LL group point maxima and the normal control group map maxima in the dominant MTG showed no difference in mean overall distance; however, specific analyses examining mean distance in each specific direction showed a trend in the superior-inferior plane (z direction) (p ϭ 0.062) and in the anteriorposterior plane (y direction) compared to normal Inferior frontal gyrus. Pairwise comparisons between the normal controls, AL, and LL patient groups showed no significant difference between the distances to the group map maxima (table, table e-2) . Additionally, no significant differences were found in any one direction (x, y, or z). Variability around the mean distance in the z direction was not different between the two groups. The AL group point maxima in the right IFG was comparable in location to normal control maxima homologue ( figure 3 ). There were no differences among groups with number of individuals with activation in dominant or nondominant homologues ( 2 , p Ͼ 0.05 ; table) . Activation for the one LL patient who spoke Korean as the native language (but acquired English early in life and spoke fluently) was examined on an individual basis to assess any abnormality in activation pattern. Activation patterns for secondarily learned languages are still debated and vary considerably with the proficiency, age at initial acquisition, and the language itself. 28 Activation for this patient was within the normal English-speaking data for IFG and MTG, and was not an outlier. The less pronounced nondominant MTG activation lay within a single SD of the mean distance from the nondominant homolog MTG group map maxima.
Clinical factors. Previous studies describe an effect of MRI findings and pathology on the likelihood of exhibiting atypical language. 11 In the present study, no significant differences in mean distance from the point maxima for either region were found based on pathology, seizure focus, or age at seizure or pathology onset for any group (table e-3) . Although insufficient sample size per cell prevented determination of whether displacement from the normal peak activation was determined by the interaction of pathology and language dominance, three outliers that had displacement at 25 mm or more all had underlying structural pathology (one mesial temporal sclerosis, one tumor, and one stroke). DISCUSSION We found that fMRI activation patterns for receptive and expressive language processing in patients with localization-related epilepsy with atypical language dominance occur in the right hemisphere homologues of IFG and MTG. These regions underlie interhemispheric reorganization or compensation. In contrast, we found little evidence for intrahemispheric reorganization of language processing with our methods. If a transfer of language processing to the right hemisphere occurs, our data suggest that activation will tightly cluster around the maxima that mirror the left hemisphere.
The normal participants in the study were all right-handed and, as expected, their activation as a group was heavily left dominant for the language task. Results confirmed those obtained with similar, covert, unmonitored paradigms. 24 Activation was concentrated for the normal subjects in dominant MTG for receptive language and IFG for expressive language. Group maps provide expected patterns of activation for task against which individual patient data may be compared. Heterogeneity among normal and patient populations make group analysis and comparisons problematic. 29 Therefore, it is necessary to conduct studies of reorganization in patient populations on an individual basis. The degree of normal intersubject variability for distance from point maxima was similar to that reported for verbal fluency, but greater than that found in primary motor or sensory cortex. 16, 27, 30 Epilepsy, or its underlying causes, may exert a regional effect on language processing when disease severity is insufficient to shift language processing to the contralateral hemisphere. 8 The small increase in distance and displacement posteriorly among the LL patients and difference in distance SD provides modest evidence for greater dispersion of receptive language processing. The magnitude of our findings, however, is modest. The error in coregistration and employment of smoothing introduce a margin of error approximating the findings described here. 27, 31 In contrast, electrocorticography studies find object naming disruption at greater distances from anticipated areas, suggesting more profound effects of the seizure focus. 21, 22 However, these studies lack control groups for interpretation of findings.
One fifth of our normal group demonstrated some activation in the right MTG at the thresholds employed in this study. Yet this activation was widely variable and may be due to nonspecific or other nonlinguistic aspects of auditory speech processing. 32, 33 Activation in right MTG for LL and AL patients resembled that of the normal group for left MTG. Penetrance of activationthe fraction of the study group showing activation in a given area at a set threshold 27 -did not differ across groups. The proximity of activation maxima suggests that the nondominant MTG region organizes and functionally performs similar to its dominant hemisphere counterpart.
There are mixed results reported in studies that have examined reorganization of language processing in frontal regions. One fMRI verbal fluency study found activation in LIFG homologues in the right. The degree of shifted laterality of activation in IFG correlated to the extent of periventricular white matter injury in a small group (n ϭ 5) of patients with perinatal injury. 19 In contrast, a recent study of epilepsy populations (n ϭ 12) described greater posterior activation in the right also for verbal fluency. 16 The reported differences may be attributable to outliers in the latter study as most patients' activation maxima fell within the bounds of the normal data. Differences between studies may also derive from patients with later onset epilepsy or brain injury and reflect maturational constraints on reorganization in relation to age at injury or epilepsy onset. Latter injury may result in compensation that is more anomalous. 21, 22 For those with atypical language, epilepsy onset or brain injury in our population always occurred before age 6 years. In a study of 102 patients with left hemisphere focus, atypical language occurred with epilepsy onset, history of brain insult, or developmental lesion, all present before age 6 years; 3% had atypical language without a history of risk factors and represent the expected finding of atypical language in normal right-handed populations. 11 Insufficient sample size across both pathology and language dominance precludes us from reliably testing for the interaction of pathology by language dominance; however, single case observations suggest that the most displaced activation occurred in patients with structural pathology.
We found no evidence for intrahemispheric relocation of language in the IFG, although we did find an intrahemispheric shift in the temporal lobe as well as increased dispersion of point maxima for the temporal region. Findings confined to the temporal area may be because most of our LL patients had temporal lobe epilepsy. The results may reflect a more pronounced local effect on cognitive networks and a less specific remote effect in IFG. However, our study did not have a sufficient number of patients to determine the effect of a frontal lobe focus on language organization to confirm this observation.
Our group included a variety of underlying pathologic substrates that may of themselves also influence the expression of language processing systems. A previous fMRI study described atypical language dominance in all patients with left middle cerebral stroke and in one fifth of patients with mesial temporal sclerosis. 11 It is likely that the greater variability, or dispersal, in point maxima is related to epilepsy or underlying causes. However, we can only provide preliminary glimpses into these effects as our subgroup sample size based on pathologic substrate precludes systematic or conclusive analysis of these factors on intrahemispheric reorganization. The severity and onset of the epilepsy could also be responsible for determining whether language fully shifts to the right hemisphere. Other fMRI studies support the notion that interictal and ictal activity emanating from the left temporal lobe may have deleterious effects on activation patterns in left temporal lobe epilepsy on temporal and frontal regions. 7, 12, 34 We did not explore differences in activation outside IFG and MTG regions of interest and immediately adjacent tissue. It is possible that reorganization occurs in areas remote to and outside these areas. Regions of interest-based methods are constrained by a priori assumptions, visual methods are subjective, and group SPM analysis methods lose patient heterogeneity. 29 However, there may be other methods for individual image data utilizing group maps to extract this information as proposed by recent investigations. 29, [35] [36] [37] These approaches employ a voxel-based comparison of an individual against a group map as has been successfully performed in structural MRI investigations in epilepsy. 38 Such analyses may identify individual differences outside these areas, and then may allow for subset analysis of similar atypical patterns; these data may then provide insight to neural plasticity or compensation by invocation of alternative, less effective, cognitive/neural strategies to perform a given task. 29 We found the compensation for processing language in the setting of left-sided seizure focus and pathologic substrate occurs in restricted areas of right homologues. We found little evidence for intrahemispheric reorganization or compensation. It is not possible, however, to determine whether our findings represent interhemispheric reorganization or developmental persistence in the traditionally nondominant hemisphere. Behavioral evidence finds more complete recovery with earlier focal injury 2, 13 and fMRI language imaging studies in epilepsy populations describe atypical language above expected only in patients with history of epilepsy onset or brain insult before age 6 years. 11 The similarity in homologous location and the similarity of regions activated might be taken as evidence to support the latter possibility, at least for when disease onset occurs early in life.
